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One of the key challenges in social science research is
distinguishing explanations that are more plausible from those
that are not. Are there research designs that can test the
plausibility of one explanation versus another? And how can we
structure our research in a way that we can tell if a fact
represents confirming or disconfirming evidence for an
explanation?
Earlier, we published a story map, datasets, and a series of
GeoDa demos on the case of John Snow and the cholera
epidemic in the 19th century in order to introduce his way of
thinking and replicate parts of the analyses that he ran with
modern spatial analytic tools. Now, we return to this case to take
a closer look at the quasi-experimental research designs that
were used during this time to test if factors like water or air were
the most important modes of transmission of cholera. In these
cases, we will contrast Snow’s approach with alternative
explanations that we now know turned out to be less plausible.
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Cholera Epidemics in Britain
during the 19th Century
Britain suffered from three different cholera epidemics in 1831/32,
1848/49 and 1853/54. John Snow was an English physician who came
to be known as a ‘father of epidemiology.’ In 1832, as a medical
apprentice, Snow treated cholera victims in Killingsworth from a
contagionist infection perspective, according to which cholera was
transmitted from person to person via inhalation. But during the 1848/49
and the 1853-54 outbreaks, Snow, who by then was already a doctor,
started deviating from mainstream views which were now focusing on
unsanitary conditions that supposedly propagated the disease, and
instead came to believe that cholera could be transmitted through
water. Because the disease seemed to cause intestinal rather than
respiratory problems, Snow became convinced that cholera was coming
from something that people ingested, rather than something they
inhaled.
By looking at cholera outbreaks in places like Surrey Buildings, Albion
Terrace, and Soho and the cholera epidemic in South London, Snow
solidified his theory of cholera. And even though Snow managed to
provide enough evidence so that proponents of the miasma theory
would come to admit that water could be a predisposing cause, during
his lifetime he did not convince his colleagues that water, not air, was
the dominant transmitter of cholera. Since the goal of this story map is
to get useful insights for modern research, we interpret the steps of
developing and testing the waterborne theory of cholera from today’s
perspective, where this theory has proven to be the most plausible.
However, it is important to acknowledge that the airborne theory often
dominated during Snow’s time.
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Source: Snow 1849

Clustered Deaths vs. Healthy
Neighbors: The Surrey
Buildings Case
In the 1849 version of On the Mode of Communication of
Cholera, Snow documented the case of Surrey Buildings
and Truscott’s Court.
In Surrey Buildings, a collection of
small attached houses inhabited by working class residents,
a cholera outbreak took place during that summer, which
killed 11 people and affected many others. The outbreak
was unusual in that Truscott’s Court, despite sharing the
same characteristics and being located immediately behind
Surrey Buildings, only reported one fatal and one non-fatal
case of cholera.
As Snow notes, an investigation by the Metropolitan
Commission of Sewers found that the one difference
between the two courts was that residents of Surrey
Building poured dirty water, including dejections from one
resident who had contracted cholera elsewhere, into the
channel in front of their house, which then seeped into the
well for Surrey Buildings but not into Truscott’s Court’s. This
is the first natural experiment where Snow was able to test
a ‘demarcation logic’: he drew a line of demarcation
between observations in order to isolate the difference
between them. This, in turn, provided him with strong
evidence in favor of a waterborne theory of cholera.
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Location of Albion Terrace
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Source: Battersea and Clapham 1870

Sketch of Albion Terrace’s drainage system
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Clustered Deaths in a Row
House vs. Healthy Neighbors:
The Albion Terrace Case
The case of Albion Terrace
also illustrates John Snow’s
experimental thinking. During the summer of 1849, a row of 17
houses suffered a cholera outbreak while people who lived in the
surrounding houses were left unharmed. So why did some people in
Albion Terrace die while their neighbors survived? Like the Surrey
Buildings, this case also showed distinct groups of people, with
many of those who lived in the 17-house row being significantly
more likely to contract cholera than those who did not live there.
Snow, who discussed the case of Albion Terrace at greater length
than the Surrey Buildings, had seen the effects of cholera and had
become convinced that it was caused by something that people
ingested. Thus, his theory guided the collection of data, as he set
out to look for a mechanism that aligned with that idea based on the
demarcation lines he had drawn. And he found it: Not only did he
realize that the 17 houses shared the same water source, but also
that there had been events immediately preceding the outbreak
which could explain the change in the ‘before’ and ‘after’ scenarios
for the affected group. Because of the demarcation lines Snow
initially set up, he discovered that the brick drain that carried surface
water from the street burst and caused an overflow in two houses,
while full cesspools were apparently overflowing into drinking water
tanks.
Additional Background

Source: Snow 1849
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Cholera

Design to test if people got sick or died
because sewage leaked into their water:
Got cholera

Drank bad water
Didn’t drink it

Didn’t get cholera

Many residents in
Albion Terrace

Neighbors
Snow’s expectations (seeking evidence for
choleraic water → cholera connection)

Clustered Deaths in a Row
House vs. Healthy Neighbors:
The Albion Terrace Case
This is compatible with the expectation that people drank and
used water that had become contaminated with cholera to
cook, thus becoming exposed to cholera. Even more
importantly, this event was unique to the group that had
become affected by the disease, which explained not only why
many in Albion Terrace suffered from cholera but also why the
group of surrounding houses did not.
What makes this case so powerful to our eyes today is not just
the strength of the waterborne theory, but also that the
implications of the miasma theory, the main alternative
explanation at the time, which suggested that cholera was
transmitted through air, were less plausible to explain what
had happened. Snow’s mechanism was solely based on
ingesting this water. By contrast, Gavin Milroy, who
investigated the outbreak, first noted that cholera could have
spread through contaminated air, since contaminated water
had flooded the lower premises of two houses, and only later
also stated that impure water could be an additional
predisposing factor.
This combination shows why Snow had
difficulty disproving other non-contagionist theories, given that
he firmly believed that water was not only one of the possible
modes of transmission of cholera, but the main one.
Additional Background
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Design to test if people got sick
or died because they breathed
toxic air from open sewer grates:

Got cholera
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Didn’t get cholera
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from sewer grates
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airborne transmission

Cooper’s expectations (trying to disprove
sewer grate → cholera connection)

The Broad Street Outbreak:
Were Deaths Spatially Clustered
Near New Open Sewer Grates?
Among the four examples, the case of the Broad Street
outbreak is the most well known, and Snow provided a detailed
account of it here. But before we get to the famous pump
explanation, let us present a less familiar hypothesis test. In
1854, a cholera outbreak took place in the Soho neighborhood,
which prompted investigations by several Londoners who were
trying to stop the epidemic. At that time, as we have seen from
the airborne theory, the smells in London were not just
perceived as a nuisance but also as a threat to public health.
And since people usually kept human waste in their own
homes, the General Board of Health and the Metropolitan
Commission of Sewers (MCS) built sewers that would carry the
waste into the Thames river and encouraged property owners to
eliminate cesspools.
Public outcry about sewer gases was severe enough to prompt
the MCS to use their own quasi-experimental research design
to test if gases emitted by open sewer grates and ventilators
were somehow related to cholera deaths in Soho (open sewer
grates had untrapped connections to sewers and ventilators
were designed to pull fresh air into the sewers, even though
backflow was possible).
Additional Background
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General Board of Health Map of Cholera Deaths
Source: General Board of Health, 1855

pest field

The Broad Street Outbreak:
Were Deaths Spatially Clustered
Near New Open Sewer Grates?

Script to create this map
here

Edmund Cooper, an engineer with the MCS,
created what would become his own equivalent of
Snow’s famous Broad Street pump map. He
identified all of the houses where cholera deaths
were reported during the first ten days of the
outbreak, houses where no deaths were reported,
and also the location of sewer lines and ventilators
to see if mortality was higher around them. In the
summer of 1855, three GBoH inspectors and the
Cholera Inquiry Committee amended Cooper's map
to include additional cholera deaths in two parishes
recorded between 19 August and 30 September,
and to reposition the location of the pest field (as
displayed in
).
Cooper’s study had a research design as
sophisticated as Snow’s would be,
but it
reflected the non-contagionist theory that cholera
was caused by morbid gases produced during
organic decomposition. If the open sewer grates
were related to the cause of cholera, he would find
concentrations of deaths that had passed through a
17th-century pest field from which people thought
toxic gases were emanating. Cooper’s map did not
reveal clusters around them, though, suggesting
that this mechanism was implausible for transmitting
cholera.
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Waterborne theory
Research design to test if
people got sick or died because
they drank choleraic water
from the Broad Street pump:
Got cholera
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Broad Street
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(drank pump water)

Other pumps

Snow’s expectations (seeking evidence
for contaminated water → cholera
connection)

Who Did Not Get Sick Near the
Broad Street Pump and Who
Did Get Sick Away From It?
Snow suspected cholera-contaminated water whenever
sudden, localized outbreaks occurred such as the one
underway in Soho. He was not alone. Reverend Henry
Whitehead, senior curate at a Soho church in the center of the
outbreak, kept records of what he learned while comforting the
victims of cholera from his parish. In 1855 he had come to
share this belief, too, during his special investigation of Broad
Street.
In the Soho case, the waterborne theory guided the collection
of evidence and the design of a quasi-natural experiment for
distinguishing groups and isolating differences between them.
Whitehead, who worked in Soho and was more involved with
the outbreak itself than Snow, identified the places where
people had gotten sick as well as the people who drank Broad
Street pump water (see his report here). And since Snow
assumed that choleraic water was responsible for the disease,
another way to differentiate observations was through their
distance to the Broad Street pump, with the assumption that
those who lived closer to it drank choleraic water from it. To
illustrate this belief and convince others of the association, he
commissioned the map on the following page.
Additional Background
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Deaths Near Broad Street Pump
Source: Snow 1855

Snow’s
Map 1
(revised)
Deaths and
Broad Street
pump
Dotted lines demarcate
half-way points between
the Broad Street pump
and every alternative
pump in the area

Script to create this
map in GeoDa here
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Actual vs. Expected Illness Counts
“Expected counts” for illness assume an equal distribution of
cholera cases for everyone, regardless of whether people
drank Broad Street pump water or not. But actual results,
according to Whitehead’s findings during his investigation,
revealed a much higher proportion of cholera cases among
those who drank it with respect to those who did not.

Source: Coleman 2019:22

Who Did Not Get Sick Near the
Broad Street Pump and Who
Did Get Sick Away From It?
The cases of people who lived near the pump and got cholera, as
well as those who lived far from the pump and did not, aligned
with the waterborne theory. More interestingly, Snow turned to
what initially seemed to be exceptions to the theory, namely
people who lived close to the pump and escaped the disease and
people who lived far from the pump but had contracted it. With
respect to the former, he found out that the anomalies near the
pump in terms of survivals were a brewery and a workhouse
where the source of drinking water was not the pump but wells
and private pipelines. With respect to the latter, Snow learned of
two women who died miles away from the Broad Street pump but
had drunk water from it that had been delivered to them
immediately before dying.
The key here was to look not only at the distribution of events
(cases) but to compare them to the distribution of non-events
(non-cases),
and then assess if events were clustered around
the hypothesized source of contamination (the pump). Finally,
Snow looked for exceptions and noted the non-cases near the
pump and cases away from the pump in order to figure out why
they occurred. A similar logic can be found in our Sherlock
Holmes’ story map on the mystery of Napoleon busts that were
being smashed: The key to solve that puzzle was to not only ask
which busts were being hit but also why, of all busts, those were
hit while similar ones were spared.
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South London
Airborne theory

Source: General Board of Health 1851

Map (above): Darker blue
shades = more cholera
cases.
Graph (left): Elevation
(vertical axes) for two W-E
lines (dotted) and one N-S
line (straight). In each case,
darker shading = more
cholera cases.

South London: Could Elevation
Explain Differences in Cholera
Case Counts?
As we have seen, the mainstream theory was that cholera was an
airborne disease. In the case of the outbreaks in Albion Terrace,
the Surrey Buildings or the Soho neighborhood, this assumed that
the mechanism for cholera to be transmitted involved gases
emitted by decomposing organic matter that would spread in
relatively small areas with minimal ventilation.
At a larger scale, one interpretation of the miasma theory was that
elevation played an important role in determining who contracted
the disease. Richard Grainger, an inspector for the General Board
of Health, transferred evidence collected by medical inspectors on
cholera mortality in the London metropolis during the 1849
epidemic onto a tinted map marked with the average elevation of
each subdistrict. According to Grainger, the increase in cholera
near the Thames was due to pestilential gases arising from
sewage-contaminated portions of the river and settling in low-lying
areas. Hence, residents in South London subdistricts suffered
more from cholera than those living north of the Thames.
At the
time, this seemed like confirming evidence of William Farr’s
elevation theory. But, as we know now, this would turn out to be a
case of spurious correlation, i.e. correlation without causation, as
we will see in the following slides.
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South London Natural Experiment
Waterborne theory
Difference-in-difference design to test
if people died because they drank
choleraic water from Southwark &
Vauxhall after 1849:
1849

1854

Served only by
S&V

More deaths vs. 1849
and vs. Lambeth

Subdistricts
served by both

Fewer deaths vs. 1849
the more Lambeth
dominated

Served mostly
by Lambeth

Fewer deaths vs. 1849
and vs. S&V

Snow’s expectations (seeking evidence
for choleraic water → cholera
connection)

South London: Did Cholera
Death Rates Vary by Water
Supplier? A Natural Experiment
Although lesser known, the South London Natural Experiment
represents the most interesting research design of the presented cases.
Between 1849 and 1854, years in which two major cholera outbreaks
took place in South London, new legislation required providers to move
water access upstream by 1855, beyond tidal reach of London sewage.
In South London, largely supplied with piped water by two companies,
only one of them, Lambeth, had made the switch when cholera returned
in 1854. Southwark & Vauxhall was still drawing water from a heavily
polluted portion of the river.
Snow realized that these differences in water quality constituted a
natural experiment that would allow him to transpose the demarcation
logic he had employed in his investigations of neighborhood outbreaks
in Albion Terrace and Surrey Buildings to a subdistrict level in South
London. Snow, who described his idea here, used this logic to compare
differences across two dimensions: Time (deaths in 1849 and 1854) and
water suppliers (people/areas supplied by Lambeth vs. Southwark &
Vauxhall).
Some of the subdistricts were served by both water companies, while
others were served by only one. Thus, Snow ended up with several
groups to compare: the subdistricts served by only Southwark &
Vauxhall or Lambeth, or both, first in 1849 and then in 1854. Comparing
entire watersheds made possible a comprehensive analysis of mortality
in two epidemics. In the case of the intermixed districts, Snow pointed
out that there were no discernible differences in class, elevation,
population density and air quality in the areas that the two water
suppliers served.
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Map of Water Supply Areas

Source: Snow 1855

Snow’s Map 2
Southwark &
Vauxhall,
Lambeth, and
intermixed
subdistricts
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Mortality Rates from Cholera per
10,000 people in 1849 and 1854

Source: Coleman 2019:29

Did Cholera Death Rates Vary
by Water Supplier? The South
London Natural Experiment
Snow found that Lambeth-supplied areas showed a large
decrease in deaths from 1849 to 1854 compared to the areas
served by Southwark & Vauxhall. This was also true when
comparing mixed areas where Lambeth supply was more
prominent against those where Southwark was dominant.
Since the only major change that had occurred in that
timeframe had been the change of Lambeth’s water source, this
was strong evidence that the water played a major role in the
transmission of cholera. Snow argued that the reason low-lying
South London experienced very high cholera mortality (as
Grainger also found for the 1849 epidemic) was due to
sewage-contaminated drinking water, not low elevation.
In the Broad Street case, living near the pump did not
necessarily mean people drank its water. But in this
experiment, it was highly likely that people who purchased
choleraic water from Southwark & Vauxhall also drank it, which
established a stronger connection between choleraic water and
contracting cholera. In 1854, most non-contagionists believed
that impure water was a predisposing cause of cholera,
although less significant than inhaling organic decomposition
gases when an epidemic was underway.
Additional Background
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South London: Differences in
Cholera Death Counts by
Water Supplier in 1854

1854 deaths

GeoDa Map:
Fewer and
more deaths
in 1854

Higher %
Lambeth

This map depicts
subdistricts shown
here:
Top left: Higher
proportion for Lambeth,
lower proportion for
Southwark and
Vauxhall
Top right: Higher
proportion for L and
S&V
Bottom left: Lower
proportion for L and
S&V
Bottom right: Low
proportion for L, higher
proportion for S&V

Lower %
Lambeth

Lower %
Southwark & Vauxhall

Higher %
Southwark & Vauxhall
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Conclusion
In this story map, we have gone through several cases related
to the mid 19-century cholera epidemic in London in order to
identify the key principles that allowed Dr. John Snow, Rev.
Henry Whitehead and other researchers to investigate the
modes of transmission of the disease.
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Snow was able to build the argument for his theory that
cholera was waterborne based on demarcation, which in turn
enabled falsification. This framework allowed him to
distinguish between different groups of people who shared
most characteristics but differed in one crucial element that
could then be tested as the explanation for the puzzle.
This kind of demarcation first requires investigators to collect
data to have a better understanding of the outcome of interest.
In Snow’s case, that data were the effects of the disease itself,
which pointed towards intestinal instead of respiratory
problems, which in turn made him rethink the problem at hand.

South
London:
An Elevation
Map

Additionally, exploring competing explanations that are also
falsifiable can help avoid confirmation bias. In this story map,
Cooper and Grainger, despite representing a different theory
of the nature of cholera, also employed the demarcation logic
in one way or another. But contemporaries did not determine
which conclusions had the most scientific merit until the
bacterium that caused the disease was discovered later.
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Conclusion
In short, demarcation helps set up a research design that
tests competing hypotheses. Thus, the initial distinction
between groups who are more and less affected by the
outcome becomes important, since the goal is to use the
data to test if the difference between them is also
associated with differences in the hypothesized driver
(choleraic water in the case of Snow). Potential
exceptions are particularly important because they can
challenge our understanding of the causal mechanism at
play: If a theory can account for the exceptions, its
plausibility increases.
Finally, new results can prompt the revision of
explanations and the collection of additional data until
one explanation emerges as more plausible than others.
While natural experiments are rare in social science, the
key principles of demarcation that are outlined in this
story map can allow researchers to build, discard, and
keep theories based on their plausibility by focusing on
differentiating groups and isolating the difference
between them to explain the phenomenon of interest.

Albion Terrace
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Additional Resources
●

Video about this story map

●

Introductory story map and
video on John Snow and the
cholera epidemic in
mid-19th-century London

●

Nine datasets and
documentation on the Broad
Street outbreak and the South
London Natural Experiment

●

GeoDa demos to replicate
Snow’s and Cooper’s findings

Albion Terrace
Back to Beginning
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Appendix: Additional Background
Albion Terrace
Peter Vinten-Johansen
November 2020
During the summer of 1849, a row of seventeen houses
in Albion Terrace, South London suffered an unusual
cholera outbreak because all nearby houses remained
unharmed. Why did people in Albion Terrace die
whereas their neighbors were unaffected? Snow was
informed by John Grant, a surveyor with the
Metropolitan Commission of Sewers, that flooding
during two severe rainstorms burst a brick drainage
pipe conveying waste water from kitchens, drinking
water tanks, and cesspools in Albion Terrace. Snow
investigated. He proposed that dejections from a
cholera patient in one of the houses contaminated the
drinking water for the entire terrace, due to an
integrated plan for sequentially filling water tanks
located behind each house. This plan was unique in
that neighborhood to Albion Terrace. Snow’s finding
was compatible with his theory that cholera could
spread via water and explained why only terrace
residents suffered during that cholera outbreak.

Albion Terrace
Back to Case
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Appendix: Additional Background
Soho Sewer Grates
Peter Vinten-Johansen
November 2020

Soho Sewer
Grates

The 1854 Soho cholera outbreak began the evening of 31
August in a part of London that was lightly touched during two
previous metropolitan cholera epidemics. Many local
residents immediately blamed the Metropolitan Sewer
Commission because recent sewer construction had
disturbed a burial ground created during the seventeenthcentury bubonic plague. Excavation had exposed partially
decomposed corpses. Since the outbreak occurred just
several months later, critics proposed that morbid gases
escaping from street grates in the new sewer during an
ongoing cholera epidemic were responsible for the outbreak.
The commission assigned one of its engineers, Edmund
Cooper, to lead a team to investigate the sanitary state of
housing in the affected area and to produce a map to see if
cholera deaths during the first ten days of the outbreak were
clustered near untrapped sewer grates. The finished map,
published by the Sewer Commission the third week of
September 1854, showed no correlation, however, between
houses with cholera mortality and sewer grates and
ventilation shafts.
Back to Case
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Appendix: Additional Background
Broad Street Pump
Peter Vinten-Johansen
November 2020

Broad Street
Pump

A map showing the complete cholera field of the Soho
outbreak was prepared by Charles Cheffins, a London
surveyor/lithographer and appeared in the second edition of
John Snow’s essay, On the Communication of Cholera
(January 1855). Individual bars depicted the locations of
cholera deaths, with concentrations occurring near a pump
in Broad Street. Snow believed this proximity suggested
that most of the deceased contracted cholera because they
were likely drinkers of Broad Street water that was
contaminated by cholera dejections. But non-contagionists
said the map showed something else entirely –an aerial
dispersal of morbid gases that the deceased had inhaled.
So, Snow asked Cheffins to produce a revised map with
dotted lines to demarcate half-way points between the
Broad Street pump and every alternative pump in the area.
Snow believed the revised map would show that the likely
catchment area of the Broad Street pump was very
extensive and that gaseous dispersal would not explain the
location of cholera deaths. This third map of the Soho
outbreak was published in July 1855 as part of the Report
of the Cholera Inquiry Committee for St. James,
Westminster parish.
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Reverend Henry Whitehead joined this parish committee as
a staunch non-contagionist. But in the course of a special,
intensive investigation of the cholera outbreak in Broad
Street, he decided that Snow’s theory explained the
evidence better than an atmospheric cause. However,
Whitehead believed that non-deaths were just as important
as actual deaths for testing Snow’s theory. He made
extensive inquiries among residents, some of whom said
they drank Broad Street water during the outbreak without
contracting cholera. He confirmed Snow’s findings that no
deaths had occurred in a brewery and very few in a
workhouse where the Broad Street pump was not the
source of drinking water. He was also involved in a case
that the General Board of Health inspector who discovered
it considered compelling evidence for Snow’s theory–a
woman and her niece in Hampstead who died of cholera
after drinking Broad Street water, transported four miles to
her from Soho. The inspector informed Snow, who then
investigated it. Later, Whitehead spoke to the man in Broad
Street who sent the cart to his mother’s house.
Back to Case
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The South London natural experiment permitted Snow to
apply the demarcation logic at the subdistrict level over an
extensive area. Between the cholera epidemics of 1848–49
and 1853–54, Parliament enacted legislation that required
private companies that drew water from the River Thames
to move their intake pumping stations upstream, beyond the
tidal reach carrying London sewage, no later than 1855.
The Lambeth Company, a major provider in South London,
made the change in 1852. Its chief competitor, the
Southwark & Vauxhall Company, still drew its water from a
heavily polluted part of the Thames until 1855. Southwark &
Vauxhall was the sole provider in twelve subdistricts,
Lambeth in four, and both water companies actively
competed in sixteen subdistricts.
When epidemic cholera resumed in the summer of 1854,
Snow believed chance had provided an ideal natural
experiment in the intermixed area. Through no choice of
their own, some residents received Southwark & Vauxhall
water containing London sewage whilst other residents did
not. According to his theory, cholera mortality should be
significantly greater in houses served by Southwark &
Vauxhall than in Lambeth houses, particularly early in the
epidemic before other forms of propagation set in.
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If so, an investigation of each intermixed subdistrict
containing few differences in class, elevation, population
density and quality of the air would make the major
non-contagionist explanations for cholera mortality less
plausible. Shortly after Snow began making inquiries about
the water source at every house with a recorded cholera
death, however, he learned that private water companies
only reported the total number of customers they served.
Lacking subdistrict-level data, Snow expanded the South
London study to include the entire watersheds of both
companies, which permitted him to compare impacts of
consumption of impure and purer water on cholera mortality
during the 1849 and 1853–54 epidemics. He found that
districts supplied with Lambeth water had a significant
decrease in mortality after the company changed its source,
compared to the districts supplied by Southwark & Vauxhall.
Ironically, Snow’s findings strengthened an emerging
non-contagionist notion that impure water was the major
predisposing cause of cholera but did not clinch his theory
that the impurity had to be cholera matter ejected by
previous victims.
Back to Case
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During the first pandemic and also the second pandemic until
Snow published MCC in September 1849, British contagionists
and non-contagionists alike considered cholera a disease of the
blood, acquired through inhaling an unknown morbid matter.
Contagionists believed that cholera patients reproduced the
morbid matter in their bodies, which was then emitted as effluvia
(invisible droplets) from their skin and breath into the ambient
air. Healthy persons in sustained, close proximity might inhale
sufficient amounts of this effluvia and become sick themselves, a
process called contagious infection, a disease of the blood. This
was Snow's view of cholera from at least 1832 until the autumn
of 1848. But this predominant contagionist assumption remained
so in 1849 and 1853-54, even after Snow began articulating his
views.
Non-contagionists believed cholera was a blood disease
contracted via inhaling morbid stuff, too. But they believed the
source of the airborne droplets was, with few exceptions,
environmental, not the bodies of cholera patients. Prior to
Snow's writings that cholera was a localized disease of the
intestinal tract, not a systemic blood disease, impure water is
never, to my knowledge, listed among the environmental
predisposing conditions that non-contagionists believed
weaponized the epidemic influence. For example, impure water
is not mentioned in the GBoH notification.
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In his initial report, Gavin Milroy dismissed the possibility that
cesspool contaminated drinking water in Albion Terrace could have
contributed to the outbreak, focusing instead on smells in the back
kitchen drains; that's what the editors in Doc 4-I (p. 51) refer to.
But, by 1850/51, Snow had provided enough evidence about the
association (in their minds) between impure water and cholera for
the non-contagionists to add the former to their list of predisposing
conditions. Milroy re-inspected Albion Terrace at some point and
updated his report, as cited in the GBoH overview report on the
1848-49 epidemic (see Vinten Johansen 2020, p. 98) -- "There is
also reason to believe ...." Sutherland, on p. 102, gives a concise
formulation of the non-contagionist view that localities, not individual
bodies, are sources of transmission. Then, in the last full paragraph
on p. 103, he includes ingestion of impure water as a possible
source, but note the difference -- morbid matter from the gut
supposedly entered the blood stream and cholera via that portal
causes the same blood disease as inhalation of morbid cholera
matter.
Grainger in analyzing his map (p. 109), however, makes the
evaporation and condensation of impure water (in this case from the
Thames) a source of transmission. This view fits the formulation of
the airborne route in the left panel of slide 5. But Milroy's revised
notion is ingestion as a second possible predisposing condition; he
offers two possibilities for Albion Terrace.
Back to Case
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